PRODUCTS

C21 Live Encoder
C21 Live Encoder is a real-time encoding software which
offers the option of multi-input and multi-output formats
Description
C21 Live Encoder allows the simultaneous acquisition,
encoding, recording and publishing of multiple input
signals making it a top quality solution with endless
possibilities.

Real-time encoding software which offers the option of
multi-input and multi-output formats, directed towards 24/7
continuous operation live streaming or events. Moreover
C21 Live Encoder has been designed to be integrated with
the most important live streaming services and CDNs in the
market.
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Benefits
• Encoding capabilities for the most popular codecs and
formats available in the market
Each channel has a completely independent configuration to
ensure the maximum quality and efficiency for audiovisual
content broadcasting in formats such as Adobe HDS, Apple
HLS, Adobe RTMP, Microsoft Smooth Streaming, MPEGDASH or MPEG-TS.

• Versatility in product functionality
The ability to be used as encoder, origin server, recorder,
decoder or playout together with the many possibilities of
integration makes it a solid investment by adapting to the
users’ needs.

• Intuitive web, API and SNMP management
Reduces the challenges of management, monitoring and
integration with third-party systems.

• Integration with C21 Live Cloud services
Opening a new range of possibilities with the components of
C21 Live Cloud: C21 Live Mosaic, C21 Live Monitor, C21 Live
Editor and C21 Live Control.

• Diversity in the operating models
Based on C21 Live Cloud, SaaS o appliance service, it ensures
an easy adaptability to any business model.

C21 Live Encoder
Features
Adaptive bitrate
of top quality and
performance. The
possibilities of encoding
multiple video sources
in different formats with
multiple bitrates, provides a
perfect effort-to-result ratio.

Continuous broadcast signals recordings as source
or transcoded format. Any one or all bitrates. ffers the
possibility of selecting the different components of the
recording, such as one or more audio tracks, subtitles, EPG or
teletext for editing in VOD, legal copy, quality assurance or Catch Up
TV. The options of integration with external storage systems allows to
define the different destinations for the recordings as required.

Advanced content
processing. The ability
to insert elements in
the content in real-time, such as
timecode, logos, overlay, blackout.
Source switching, cropping
and deinterlacing among other
features.

Virtualization
support. Software
virtualization
allows for quick setup on
client hardware or on private
cloud.

Metadata insertion
in the original
content. Perfect for
the integration with
advertisement services, video
players, etc.

Software, cloud based
and appliance editions.
Adjusting to the
customer´s needs with
options ranging from pay-peruse to the purchase of perpetual
licenses.

Real time management
through Web, API and
SNMP. It allows
an intuitive management
and integration with third party
systems for automation of editing
processes.

Continuous operation
with 24x7 support
or Premium support
service that adapts to the
requirementsof any live
event.

Diagnostic tools.
Ensuring an easy
diagnosis of the
problems which
might arise thus reducing
the downtime in case of any
system failure.

High Availability.
Ensures the
redundancy of all
components adapting
to the availability needs of any
customer.

Integration with CDNs and
live streaming services.
Add the option of doing at
the same time the live
broadcast and VOD distribution of
the same event to different services.

Specifications
HARDWARE

Based on Intel CPU Core

SOFTWARE

Linux based

Signal acquisition

SDI SD/HD, ASI, DVBT,DVBS/S2 (CAM/CI), AES/EBU

VOD content acquisition

MPG, Adobe F4V, MP4, TS, MOV, MKV, Windows Media

Streams acquisition

MPTS and SPTS over UDP, RTP, HTTP, MMS, Adobe RTMP and HDS, HTTP, UDP, UDPR, RTP, Apple HLS

Output formats

Adobe RTMP and HDS, Microsoft Smooth Streaming , Apple HLS, MPEG2TS, Unicast/Multicast, MPEG DASH

Integrated CDNs

Akamai, Level3, LimeLight, EdgeCast, Windows Azure, YouTube, Dailymotion, Livestream

Video Codecs

HEVC / H.265, AVC / H.264 (Baseline, Main, High), MPEG4, MPEG2

Audio Codecs

MP3, AAC, AAC+, MPEG1 Layer 2, WMA, PCM

Publishing protocols

RTMP, HLS, HTTP, UDP, UDPR, RTP, HTTP POST, FTP, SSH, rsync, Reverse Proxy

Video processing

Deinterlacing, logo insertion, crop, date and time overlay

Remote storage

WebDAV, CIFS, NFS

Management

WEB Interface, API JSON Restful, C21 Live Control, NTP

Monitoring

SNMP, WEB Interface, API JSON Restful, performance charts, logs, C21 Live Control

Web Interface

Multilingual and multiuser

Other specifications

Multipublishing points, continuous or on demand recording, sending metadata events, blackout, subtitles extraction, content
preview, configuration profile backups
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